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Abstract—Images of astronomical objects captured by ground-
based telescopes are distorted due to atmospheric turbulence.
The phase of aberration is traditionally estimated by wavefront
sensors (WFS). This information is utilised by deformable mirror
through control system to restore the image. However, in this
paper, we utilise wavefront sensorless (WFSL) methods in which
wavefront sensor is absent. As largest share of atmospheric
turbulence energy is contained in 2-axial tilt for small aperture
telescopes, we use WFSL to specifically remove these two modes.
This method is shown to be efficient in terms of both speed and
accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Images are blurred for numerous reasons in different ap-
plications of optics, such as astronomy, medical imaging,
remote sensing, microscopy, and so forth. The images of
space objects such as stars or artificial satellites are blurred
by atmospheric turbulence. In fact, turbulence distorts the
phase of light during its travel through atmosphere. Adap-
tive optics (AO) is traditionally used to give more resolved
images of these objects. One of the components of an AO
system is a wavefront sensor, which estimates the phase of
the atmospheric turbulence. A deformable mirror utilises this
estimation to correct the aberration. In recent years, there
has been a significant tendency toward wavefront sensorless
(WFSL) AO in which intensity images are used to correct
the distorted image. In this way, an AO system complexity
diminishes.
For small aperture telescopes, such as what we have at the
University of Canterbury Mt. John Observatory (UCMJO), for
not a very bad weather, most energy of turbulence is contained
in the first a few modes. The first two modes after Piston, i.e.
horizontal tilt (tip) and vertical tilt modes have the largest share
among these low-order modes. Hence, removing these two
modes alone remarkably improves the quality of astronomical
images. The better the seeing, the higher the contribution of
these two modes to the images. In this paper, we propose a
method that removes these two modes without the help of
wavefront sensors.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section I, we explain
theories behind the atmospheric turbulence and why tip and
tilt are so important. In Section II, we propose our WFSL
method to remove these two modes from the astronomical
images. Finally, in Section III, we sum up the paper [?].
II. THEORY
An imaging AO system is a control system, which typically
comprises an adaptive element such as a deformable mirror, a
wavefront sensor and a controller. In astronomical application,
a tip/tilt mirror (TM) is usually added to the typical configu-
ration. However, in recent years, researchers have introduced
a new variant of AO system in which the wavefront sensor is
absent, hence the name wavefront sensorless AO. There are
two typical wavefront sensorless AO configurations: 1) with
pinhole and power-meter and 2) with a single image sensor.
Both configurations are shown in Fig. II and Fig. 2. Since
we aim to remove just tip and tilt, we should ignore the
deformable mirror in these figures, as it is commonly used
to remove higher order modes from the aberrated light. In
both configurations, an objective function corresponding to
the focusability of light intensity is utilised as a feedback to
determine the controller’s output to the deformable mirror [?].
In other words, the mirrors change their face such that this
objective function is maximised.
Fig. 1. A typical wavefront sensorless AO with a single image sensor.
The WFSL AO is categorically split into model-based
and model-free variants. Model-free methods are based on
stochastic search algorithms, such as hill-climbing, simulated
annealing, stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) and so
Fig. 2. A typical wavefront sensorless AO with pinhole and power-meter.
forth. Therefore, they suffer from high correction time. Model-
based methods, on the other hand, are basically deterministic
and therefore, enjoy far lower correction time [?], [?]. How-
ever, this goal is not attained except at the cost of increasing
the computational complexity.
Utilising Noll’s estimated variance of residual wavefront
of atmospheric turbulence after removing the first N modes,
Strehl ratio for the UCMJO’s 1m telescope against the number
of removed modes is extracted. Strehl ratio for a number
of seeing conditions with r0 ranging from 5cm to 1m is
shown in Fig. 3. Obviously according to this figure, removing
a few first aberration modes especially two first modes for
1 ≤ Dr0 ≤ 3 remarkably improves Strehl ratio. It is the
reason, in astronomical application, an individual TM is added
to the typical imaging AO configuration and also justifies our
goal in this paper to remove just tip and tilt not all the low-
order modes. Tip and tilt (2-axis tilt) manifest themselves as
displacement of a star in X and Y-axis. In other words, the
image of a star wiggles around the centre of the image plane
and our goal is to fix it at the centre.
Fig. 3. Strehl ratio for the UCMJO 1m telescope for a number of seeing
conditions with r0 ranging from 5cm to 1m.
In the following, we explain the performance metric that
will be used in our WFSL method as the objective function
to be optimised, a way to generate Kolmogorov atmospheric
turbulence and requirements for a tip/tilt mirror to be able to
remove atmosphere’s tip and tilt efficiently.
A. Performance Metric
Atmospheric turbulence introduces an aberration phase to
the traveling light. An adaptive element is employed such as
to add an aberration, analogue of the conjugated aberration
phase of the turbulence. The higher this similarity, the higher
the deaberration. If we denote the input aberration phase
introduced by atmospheric turbulence at the pupil side by φin
and the aberration generated by an adaptive element, here a






φTM (ρ, θ) =
N∑
i=2
bnZn(ρ, θ), where bn|n≥3 = 0, (2)
where (ρ,θ) are the polar coordinates in the pupil plane,
Zn is the nth Zernike mode and an and bn are the Zernike
coefficients. The tip/tilt mirror just can remove first two modes
after Piston, thus that is why bn|n≥3 = 0. We know an adaptive
element subtract its phase from the input phase. Thus, the
resulting phase that is called it error phase, is obtained by
subtracting the TM aberration phase from the input aberration,





where ξ is the error phase. For simplicity, the Zernike coef-
ficient vectors of the input aberration phase, TM aberration
phase and the error phase are represented by a, b and c,
respectively. Thus, the error phase vector or simply error
vector, c is obtained by:
c = a− b. (4)
Integrating the light intensity encircled within an assumed
bucket/aperture at the focal plane gives a measure of light
focusability called power-in-the-bucket (PIB), which for a










where PIBC is the power accumulated in a circular bucket
with radius equivalent to R. The PIB metric is vulnerable to
intensity scintillation of point sources, such as lasers or stars.
Therefore, fractional PIB is commonly used in WFSL methods
as the objective function/performance metric to be optimised,
instead. The fractional PIB, fractional encircled energy (EE),
and fractional energy-in-bucket (EIB) expressions are adopted
interchangeably in the literature with the same concept. The
fractional EE is expressed in percentage, and is described as
the proportion of the light energy ensquared/encircled within
a circle with a given radius, R, to the energy contained within
a circle of infinite radius, or more realistically, the total light
energy measured on the detector [?]. The fractional EE in
polar coordinates is obtained by [?]:














where r denotes the polar distance from the image plane
centre, I is the light intensity, and R is the bucket radius.
In our simulations, the bucket radius for measuring the
fractional EE is set to Fraunhofer radius, i.e. 2.44λL/D, where
L is the distance from the pupil to the image plane, and D
is the pupil diameter. The more aberration is removed from
the distorted light causes the closer the PSF becomes to a
perfect Airy disk with Fraunhofer radius. Fig. 4 depicts the
fractional EE against the error vectors of different magnitudes.
For each magnitude point, 100 random error vectors in random
directions have been examined. The errorbars in this figure
represent the deviations from the average fractional EE to 10th
percentile and 90th percentile values. Fig. 4 shows that the
Fig. 4. The fractional EE against the error vectors of different magnitudes.
fractional EE is not isotropic. In other words, error vectors
with the same magnitudes but different directions do not
necessarily result in an unique fractional EE value. However,
when the error magnitude becomes smaller, the fractional EE
becomes more symmetric.
B. Kolmogorov Atmospheric Turbulence
In [], Roddier demonstrated that atmospheric turbulence can
be expressed as a sum of Zernike modes with coefficients
picked from Normal distributions with the mean values equal
to zero and the variances equal to the singular values of
Zernike covariance matrix. The phase screens that are gener-
ated in this fashion, obey Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence
model accurately. Fig. 5 shows three random Kolmogorov
phase screens with different Dr0 s and their corresponding PSFs
of a star affected by these turbulences. It can be perceived
from this figure that the larger the Dr0 , the smaller the tip/tilt
effect and the larger the higher order modes’ impact. For Dr0 s
higher than 3, correcting tip/tilt does not affect the fractional







Fig. 5. Kolmogorov turbulence phase screen and its corresponding PSF of a




=5 and c) D
r0
=20.
C. Tip/tilt mirror requirements
A tip/tilt mirror is required to observe two main criteria
such that it can efficiently remove the two axial tilts:
1) Speed: The speed or response frequency of a given
tip/tilt mirror is site specific and should be more than or equal














where z is the height, λ is the light wavelength, and ζ and
vW are the zenith angle and wind velocity, respectively. fT
is often tens of Hz and the existing mirrors have a response
frequency in kHz. Thus, a typical tip/tilt mirror is able to keep
up with variation frequency of atmosphere’s tip and tilt.
2) Stroke: Considering the variance of the angular tip/tilt
motion of atmospheric turbulence, telescope magnification and
this fact that the corrected tilt is twice the TM’s angular


























where DTM is the tip/tilt mirror pupil diameter and D is
the telescope primary mirror pupil diameter. Fig. 6 shows a
number of tip/tilt mirror positions with its corresponding tip
and tilt angles in mradian.
Fig. 6. A number of tip/tilt mirror positions with their corresponding tip and
tilt angles.
D. Methodology
Thus far, we have explained the general concept of WFSL
method and its requirements for removing atmosphere’s 2-
axial tilt. Now, we present our proposed method in detail. The
WFSL method’s goal is to find a coefficient vector of adaptive
element, b, such that the objective function (fractional EE)
reaches its optimum value. Therefore, it is an optimisation
problem with known variables and objective function. Since
atmosphere’s tip and tilt varies slowly with frequencies in
order of 10 Hz and on the other hand, nowadays, technology
introduced so speedy MEMS tip/tilt mirror in order of 100
kHz, we do not need to use high complexity deterministic
model-based methods, but rather simple model-free WFSL
methods with some modifications can do the job. We utilise
hill-climbing algorithm as the optimisation method due to
its low computational complexity. There are three variants
of hill-climbing: simple hill-climbing (SIHC), stochastic hill-
climbing (SHC) and steepest ascent (SAHC). The SIHC
evaluates neighbouring points of the current state one-by-one
and takes the first point that improves the objective function
as the next state. It is the fastest variant with the highest
error variance. On the other hand, the SAHC tries all the
neighbourhood of the current state and picks a point with the
highest objective function value. As a consequence, this variant
has the highest number of iterations and lowest error rate. At
last, SHC, as its name suggests, tries the neighbouring points
randomly and with the help of a criterion it decides whether to
pick this point as the next step or not. Therefore, in terms of
speed and accuracy it falls between the two previous variants.
All the three variants are examined in our WFSL method to
evaluate their performance. We explain the SIHC as it is the
worst-case with the highest number of iterations. The problem
with hill-climbing is that it may get stuck in local extrema. For
objective function such as fractional EE that has many local
extrema, it may cause problem. In the following a procedure is
explained that can solve this problem and lowers the number
of iteration, as well.
The first step to apply the hill-climbing method to our
application is to define the search space. Despite the fact that
search space is limited by the mirror’s stroke, we assume our
mirror is sufficiently high stroke and thus it does not affect
the search space. Inserting the specifications given in Table
I into Equation surrenders the standard deviation of the tip
and tilt RMS equivalent to ≈ 0.76 rad. Therefore, the tip and
tilt RMS varies within ±2.5×0.76 i.e. within range [-1.9 1.9]
rad. It denotes that the required stroke for the TM should be
within [-0.28 0.28]mrad. Additionally, since we are to remove
TABLE I
THE SPECIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO EXTRACT TM’S STROKE RANGE.
D (metre) DTM (mm) λ (µm) r0 (metre)
1 10 0.6 0.5
two modes, the search space is 2 dimensional. Consequently,
the resulting search space is [-1.9 1.9]×[-1.9 1.9] rad. It
is worth noting that as Equation 8 suggests, TM’s angular
tilt is proportional to atmosphere’s tilt standard variation by
a constant scale factor. Therefore, their search spaces are
proportional, as well. Thus, it is arbitrary to choose between
these two. Here, we chose the atmosphere’s. The number of
iterations for SAHC is dependent on the precision we are
looking for. If our desired maximum error for the tip and tilt
coefficients, i.e. maximum value for c(1), c(2), is set to ε =
0.25 rad, the number of iterations will be about 256. However,
we can decrease this number by starting with large strides
search and then finer the search steps to reach our desired
precision. In our case, we start with strides of 4ε, i.e. 1 rad
that results in 16 iterations for the first stage. We use the most
suspicious neighborhood from the current stage as the search
space for the next stage. In the second stage, we halve our
step to 2ε, i.e. 0.5 rad that means 16 other iterations. At last
to reach our desired precision, we halve our step once again
and hence another 16 iterations. Therefore, the total number
of iterations decreases from 256 to 48. We examine our WFSL
with the two other variants, as well. In the case of SHC, we
utilise the Metropolis criterion, which is commonly used in the
simulated annealing algorithm. In this way, our SHC resembles
the simulated annealing. Table presents the results Algorithm
1 presents the pseudo-code for SHC.
To observe the functionality of our method, we introduce a
phase screen of atmospheric turbulence generated by Roddier’s
method to image of a star. Then, we apply our WFSL method
Algorithm 1 The simple hill-climbing
1: procedure HILL(T0)
2: s← s0 . s = initial system state
3: sbest ← s0 . sbest = is the best system state at each iteration
4: for i = 1 to Nmax do. Nmax = maximum number of iterations
5: snew ← neighbour(s)








8: if s ≥ sbest then
9: sbest ← snew
10: if s ≥ sd then . sd = desired system state
11: cease
12: output s
to correct the aberrated image of the star. Fig. 7 illustrates both
the aberrated and corrected image of the star. It is clear from
this figure that 2-axial tilt displaces the star centroid in the
image plane. Applying the WFSL method move back the star
centroid to the centre of the image plane. In addition, since
our WFSL method just aims to remove tip and tilt modes, the
other aberration modes, which manifest themselves as a halo
around the centroid, do not change after tip/tilt mirror action.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. a)The PSF of a star aberrated by Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence
with D
r0
=2 and b) its restored PSF.
E. A survey on efficiency of tip/tilt removal
To verify the efficiency of our WFSL tip/tilt removal
method, we examined our method on a rather large number
of atmospheric turbulence phase screens (500) with Dr0 =3. The
desired maximum error tolerance, ε is set to 0.25. We tried our
WFSL method for all the three variants of hill-climbing. Fig. 8
shows the resulting histograms for tip and tilt coefficients error.
Table II presents the average and standard deviation values for
the histograms when they are fitted to Normal distribution. In
this table, 1 subscripts relates to tip, 2 subscripts related to tilt,
µ and σ denote the average and standard deviation in Normal
distribution, respectively and N denotes the number of errors
that fall within the tolerance. As expected, the SHC is the
fastest and the SAHC is the most reliable algorithm for our
WFSL method. The SHC-based WFSL method is indeed a
trade-off between speed and accuracy.
In a separate attempt to observe the behavior of our WFSL
tip/tilt removal method for different Dr0 values, we tested




Fig. 8. The resulting histograms of tip (left subfigures) and tilt (right
subfigures) coefficients error for (a),(b) SAHC, (c),(d) SHC and (e),(f) SIHC.
TABLE II
THE AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION VALUES FOR THE HISTOGRAMS
IN FIG. 7 WHEN THEY ARE FITTED TO NORMAL DISTRIBUTION.
ε # iterations µ1 σ1 µ2 σ2 N1 N2
SAHC 0.25 48 -0.008 0.41 0.004 0.33 302 301
SIHC 0.25 38 -0.15 0.74 -0.67 0.93 168 182
SHC 0.25 29 -0.01 0.63 0.11 0.82 222 195
turbulence (500) but with different Dr0 values. Fig. 10 shows
the results. The errorbars in the figure denote 10th to 90th
percentile variations. It is perceivable why the efficiency of
our method declines, when Dr0 rises.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a WFSL tip/tilt removal method
to improve the image of a given star distorted by atmospheric
turbulence. Three variants of hill-climbing algorithm are used
as the global optimisers within our WFSL method to search
for the adaptive element vector, where maximum fractional EE
occurs. The steepest ascent hill-climbing gives the maximum
Fig. 9. The tip coefficient error for a number of D
r0
with the desired maximum
error set to 0.25 rad.
Fig. 10. The tilt coefficient error for a number of D
r0
with the desired
maximum error set to 0.25 rad.
number of iteration, whereas stochastic hill-climbing give the
least number of iterations. To observe the functionality of this
method, it was examined by a large number of atmospheric
turbulence with different strengths. In terms of number of
iterations, the proposed method fall within the speed range of
existing tip/tilt mirrors and in terms of accuracy, this method
has acceptable performance. Therefore, the method can be
exploited to efficiently remove tip and tilt by means of existing
tip/tilt mirrors and without a need for an individual sensor. In
this way, the system complexity diminishes, as well.
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